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Evaluation of Technology Plan for DoDDS Europe:

http://www.schw-ms.eu.dodea.edu/DODDSE%20TECHNOLOGY%20PLAN.pdf


Total Score: 21/45

Scoring Guide:

Not Met (1-2 points)
Met (3-4 points)
Exemplary (5 points)


INTRODUCTION, TECHNOLOGY PLANNING COMMITTEE, MISSION STATEMENT



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: Score 1

There is no actual introduction and the plan leaps right into a vision statement.  The vision statement is very much like some of the ones that were presented in the exemplary plans which sought interactive white boards and digital projectors in every classroom.  

It mentions that each school will have “decision-making technology committees” and that this has already been implemented. A broad general outline is given closer to the end of the document in the section titled, “Gaining Support” which lists the responsibilities of ETs, administrators and teachers. It is in this section that some responsibilities of the technology committee are outlined.  This document makes very broad statements about general responsibilities and this may be better defined in school level plans, tailoring the specifics of the committees to local needs. 

There is no mission statement. However, it is likely that they were leaving mission statements up to the smaller local districts and individual schools. This is not an excuse as it does not state clearly what DoDDS Europe’s expectations or plans are for the smaller districts and schools. While no mission statement is clearly defined the document is riddled with “goals.”

Much of this information is laid out in the “Deployment Strategy” section and many goals are listed there. However, most of these goals involve the dissemination of equipment and the desire to upgrade rather than covering how they will train educators, improve the learning environment of the students or develop ideas for implementation. Goals for educator training will not be laid out until much later in the document.  


<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful.



Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



CURRENT STATUS – COMPILING RAW DATA



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: Score 1

Throughout the document notes are made about what has and has not been accomplished thus far.  The bulk of these notes are in the “Deployment Section” where revisions have been made about what is feasible, what has been delayed and what is no longer approved. The plan encompasses a three school year term. Goals and accomplishments are not listed in any one particular area. Within individual headings (such as “Deployment Strategy” or “Educator Training”) phases of the plan are mentioned and could be considered a partial status report. 

While it is clearly outlined what the minimum system requirements will be for all computers and peripherals by the end of the plan in 2008, they do not clearly list any estimates on how many computers are currently in use in any of the school districts nor do they compile any data on current school and district populations. This may partially be due to the current reorganization of DoDDS Europe where many schools are slated to close and the population is in a serious and dramatic transition period. 

No estimates are given on the number of computers in schools or labs, although plenty of future goals are listed within the document such as acquiring “educator laptop workstations” and distributing them on a “1:1 ratio” or to “acquire up to 467 computers to support HS CAD programs.”

In both DoDDS Pacific and DoDDS Europe computers are leased for a certain period of time and after that they are usually redistributed, replaced or disposed of. The European division has a similar system to the one in place at my school in which Dell supplies computers for a certain number of years and then all the computers are periodically replaced.  It is likely that they are expecting the local schools to outline their own statistics for computer labs and computer to student ratios in individual plans.

<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful.



Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



GOAL(S)



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: Score 2

Goals are stated throughout the document but they are not stated clearly or gathered in any one section. It is confusing to a reader to attempt to figure out which goals are completed and which need revision and the document must be read in its entirety (and possibly re-read) before the reader is given a clearer picture. 

Most goals are centered on the distribution of the new hardware, teacher training and the creation of a wireless network. Some goals involve the technology committee and later in the document there is an adequate section that outlines how educators will be trained. This section details a process of goals arranged into phases that are intended to bring all DoDDS Europe educators into a state of comfort with the operation and implementation of the new technology. 

Although the document is filled with goals, it does not have any broad goals stated at the beginning or end that set the pace for the plan.  It also does not have many student oriented learning goals. Nor does it state clear, specific, objectives for student achievement other than meeting National Educational Technology Standards (NETS) or a few other fleeting statements about developing new courses such as the High School CAD class . As one article in the readings put it, this document looks more like a “shopping list” than a technology plan.

<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful.




Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



TFA 1:  STUDENT LEARNING



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: Score 1

As stated in the section above, there are very few student oriented goals listed in this document. Most goals have to do with preparing educators or distributing or implementing the actual technology. It seems that the priority of DoDDS Europe is to get the technology out there and try to figure out the training, implementation and application later.  It is also possible that they expect the individual schools to outline student learning goals in their own plans and hence have left it out of the plan for all of Europe.


<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful.



Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



TFA 2: TEACHER PREPARATION



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: 


<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful. Score 4

The document does adequately outline plans for teacher preparation. It is outlined in the “Gaining Support,” “Teacher Training,” and “Educator Training” sections.  The plan also calls for not only Education Technologists to aid in the implementation of the new equipment, but lead teachers and co-teaching situations to help all teachers successfully infuse technology into the curriculum. Some evaluation techniques are also outlined such as peer observations and school level assessments. 

Listing steps for implementation and outlining training models for teachers is actually something this document does successfully. Many of the sections on teacher preparation goals are also appropriately labeled. Unlike other sections, most teacher goals are encompassed under those sections rather than dispersed throughout the document. 



Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



TFA 3: ADMINISTRATION, DATA MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATION



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: Score 2

As far as administration is concerned, the document mainly names the ETs as primary administrators for the new technology. They have many responsibilities including, teacher training and implementation as well as heading the technology committees and ensuring that school technology plans are made, goals are met and plans are evaluated. Along with ETs, school administrators are asked to keep the staff informed and aware of the new standards. Technology committees are also expected to be proactive offering advice and guidance to school administrators as well as implementing new practices set forth by DoDDS Europe. 

In the data management department the plan falls short again. Very little is said about it other than the fact that all schools will be held accountable and that all schools will be assessed with a DoDDS Europe rubric. The document does not outline what this rubric consists of or how data will be collected to determine if goals listed on the rubric were successfully met. It is possible that the rubric is till being developed. 

Communication is covered sufficiently. Under the “Gaining Support” section, guidelines for communicating new goals and progress are listed. These include guidelines for keeping parents and other stake holders informed, the responsibility of administrators to keep the community and staff members informed as well as teacher responsibilities. It is then followed up with a section about the tasks set forth for the Technology Committee and how they are to train and advise the staff.  This is continued in the “Teacher Training” section and to a lesser extent the “Educator Training” section.


<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful.



Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



TFA 4:  RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: 


<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful. Score 3

Resource Distribution is something that this document outlines in detail. It very clearly states what the goals are for DoDDS Europe as far as technology desires are concerned as well as outlining specifics such as “mobile access across a campus.” Sometimes very precise distribution goals are stated such as “1 COW per 100 students.” However, rarely are exact numbers given for how many units must be purchased.  Budget is barely discussed and it is assumed that DoDDS Europe will be able to deliver most of the equipment, if budget allows. Although the report is generally optimistic, several revisions were made in 2006 stating that the initial vision statement goal of “every classroom will have an interactive white board” and “every class room will have a digital projection device” will not be met this year (if ever).  The resource distribution is mainly outlined in the “Deployment Strategy” section. 



Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



TFA 5:  TECHNICAL SUPPORT



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: 


<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful. Score 4

Throughout the document it is stated that DoDDS Europe will try to obtain technical support from vendors that it contracts with. Computers should be under warranty at all times and it sounds as though if any contracted work is to be done, they are to be left with a guarantee that they will be provided with a certain amount of support after project completion. ETs as well as the Technology Committee are also to provide support to teachers with implementation of the new technology.



Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:



DISSEMINATION, MONITORING, EVALUATION



<OR>
Not Met: Information is missing or inadequate – Revision Note: 


<OR>
Met: Required components are addressed. Please provide comments as appropriate or helpful. Score 3

DoDDS Europe seems to have thought this through partially. There is a lot of discussion in the “Deployment Strategy” section about how to purchase, maintain and retire equipment. There is also mention of how to distribute it according to population. However, no exact numbers are given in the document. As mentioned before this probably has to do with the closures in Europe and the yearly changes in their needs. 

DoDDS Europe mentions that it will monitor and evaluate in a number of ways. The last section, “Evaluation,” makes note of surveys, measurable plans created by each school, evaluation by school technology committees using a rubric, as well as staff development days. 


Exemplary: Section is a model for other districts (information, format, etc.) – Exemplary Note:

	

OVERALL COMMENTS

Overall, this appears to be more of a broad outline than a plan. The plan severely lacks information on student oriented goals. Most of the goals seem to be concerned with getting the schools wired for technology, but not addressing the needs of the students.  The headings are not very logical or well organized and some of the titles (such as “Deployment Strategy”) make it read more like a military document than a plan for the school system. The plan lacks a table of contents, which might not help its readability in its current state. The way it is organized, an index might be more appropriate since all topics and goals are spread out throughout the document. 

It seems that DoDDS Europe is at least trying to include teacher training in the plan, but showing the teachers how to simply operate the equipment will not prepare them for how to integrate the technology into lessons or, more importantly, how to empower their students with these new tools. 

A while back, DoDDS Pacific purchased 3 computers, 5 digital cameras and In focus projectors for all art classrooms as well as a license for Photoshop (or Photoshop Elements for the elementary schools). They provided us with minimal training and gave us very few ideas for how to infuse the new technology into the curriculum. Elementary school teachers were given even less time and training on the new equipment, as middle and high school teachers were given preference. If I were a DoDDS Europe teacher, I would be very concerned with what sort of training DoDDS Europe will be offering and if any of it will result in practical ideas for implementation, or if it will simply be a crash course on how to use the technology with no guidance. 

After reviewing some of the exemplary examples of technology plans, this plan seems grossly inadequate, especially when addressing the needs of a whole community and in particular the students for whom the technology was purchased. However, in comparison to our non-existent school plan, this plan at least covers some basics and possibly could be rearranged into a more readable and more effective plan.


